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Abstract
Igel is a small XQuery-based web application for examining a collection of document grammars; in particular, for comparing related document grammars to get a better overview of their differences and similarities. In its initial form, Igel reads only DTDs and provides only simple lists of constructs in them (elements, attributes, notations, parameter entities). Our continuing work is aimed at making Igel provide more sophisticated and useful information about document grammars and building the application into a useful tool for the analysis (and the maintenance!) of families of related document grammars.
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Introduction

Igel is a small XQuery-based web application for examining a collection of document grammars; in particular, for comparing related document grammars to get a better overview of their differences and similarities. Igel is a product of collaboration between the Institut für Deutsche Sprache (IDS) and Black Mesa Technologies. (The I and the G of the name can be thought of as standing for "IDS" and "grammar", and the E and L were added to make the German word Igel 'hedgehog'.)

Requirements

IDS creates, maintains, and exploits a number of corpora of modern German, including DeReKo (Deutsches Referenzkorpus, Kupietz et al., 2010), the German Reference Corpus, about 6.1 billion running words of text from many different publishers and including documents from 1964 to the present. Over the years, IDS has developed and used a number of formats for representing corpora, including a local customization of XCES the XML Corpus Encoding Standard, itself a customization for corpus-linguistic work of the Text Encoding Initiative's TEI P3 and TEI P4 tag sets) and most recently I5, a reformulation of their existing vocabulary on the basis of TEI P5. The migration process to I5 is described in Lüngen & Sperberg-McQueen, 2012.

In the context of collaborations with other institutions which are also using variants of TEI P5, IDS has a requirement to develop a sound understanding of how the different variants of TEI P5 relate to each other. Igel is designed to provide accessible tools for answering this question, from the simple (what elements in vocabulary A are missing from vocabulary B? what elements do they have in common?) to the more complex (which parts of content model C are actually needed to cover the data in collection D?).

Design and current status of Igel tools

The main work of Igel is done by a collection of XQuery functions which operate on an XML representation of the document grammars involved. Given a suitable XML representation, it is very easy to write XQuery expressions to list all the elements and attributes declared in a given document grammar or to display the definition of a common element in several grammars.

Functionality

The current version of Igel has only basic functionality:

- From a control panel, an administrator can supply the URI of a document grammar and have it added to the collection.
- From a list of document grammars in the collection, the user can select one or more for closer examination and comparison.
- For any selection of document grammars, the user can get a list of declared element types, attributes, notations, entities, parameter entities, etc., showing which constructs are shared and which are unique to individual grammars. This makes it easy to see the union, intersection, and set difference between the lists of constructs in different grammars.
- For any given element, attribute, etc., the user can display the declarations for that construct from all selected grammars. This allows convenient examination of the declarations by a knowledgeable human. Parameter entities are expanded in place with appropriate labels at the beginning and end of each entity reference; this allows both the form of the declaration and the effective declaration to be examined.
For additional functionality not currently present but which we plan to add, see below.

**XML representation of document grammars**

The basic requirement for studying document grammars using XQuery is that we must have an XML representation for the document grammars.

DTDs, as is well known, do not use XML but use a non-XML notation inherited from SGML and ISO 8879. There are a number of XML representations for DTDs, like NekoDTD (Clark, n.d.), SWI-Prolog (Wielemaker, n.d.) or DTDinst (Clark, 2002), but most interesting production DTDs make extensive use of parameter entities to simplify understanding and maintenance of the document grammar and none of the commonly used XML representations of DTDs provide the necessary access both to the parameter-entity structure of the grammar and to the expanded declarations. Wayne Wohler's DTD4DTD (Wohler, 1994) does provide access to both physical and logical structures, but goes rather far in the opposite direction: its element structure is so directly modeled on the form of the grammar in ISO 8879 (down to elements to contain the whitespace in the original) that it is not particularly convenient to process. It is also rather difficult to produce for a parser which has restructured the grammar in order to eliminate the many reduce/reduce conflicts and ambiguities in the grammar.

Some schema languages commonly used today (e.g. XSD and Relax NG) do have standard XML representations, but these representations are also not well suited to the kind of grammatical comparisons Igel is designed to support. The declaration of an element, for example, may refer to a complex type or a pattern declared elsewhere in the schema and may thus not be interpretable in isolation. The chains of dependencies can be arbitrarily long. The user of Igel, however, has the same requirement for these document grammars as for DTDs: both the expanded structure of the declaration and the maintenance-oriented short-hands need to be accessible.

So for the moment, at least, Igel uses an idiosyncratic XML representation derived from the first author's unpublished work on SGML representations of DTDs in the early 1990s. A yacc/lex parser named dpp (for “DTD pre-processor”) parses DTDs and produces XML output in which parameter-entity boundaries are made visible as milestone elements. XSLT stylesheets can be used to transform this representation of the DTD into another in which parameter entities are represented as nesting elements, but in practice those stylesheets have proven to be unnecessary most of the time in practice; many operations are slightly simpler when parameter entities are visible as milestones and not as normal nesting elements.

The dpp parser is not an integral part of Igel; instead, dpp is made available as a service on an HTTP server, and Igel loads DTDs by calling that service with appropriate arguments. The dpp service then returns the XML representation of the DTD, which Igel loads into the XML database.

A current limitation of dpp is that it does not allow parameter-entity boundaries in every location where they are legal according to ISO 8879 and the XML specification, because the DTD grammar as written in ISO 8879 has a large number of reduce/reduce conflicts. So support for explicit entity boundaries in dpp has been developed ad hoc, by tweaking the grammar until dpp succeeded in parsing a number of well known DTDs with extensive use of parameter entities (specifically the SGML DTD of ISO 8879 Annex E, HTML 4.01, XHTML 1.0, the NLM Journal Archiving Tag Set, TEI P3, and TEI P4).

A current limitation of the XML representation of document grammars used is that it is not yet documented. Since the XML representation is only used internally and is not exposed to the user, the lack of documentation is a burden primarily for those responsible for maintaining and extending Igel and
related tools.

Implementation
The initial implementation of Igel used Sausalito, an open-source XQuery engine adapted from Zorba by the commercial firm 28msec, and deployed on 28msec's free public demonstration server my28msec.com, at the address http://igel.my28msec.com/. Sausalito, however, is now being retired as a commercial product by 28msec, so Igel has been reformulated as a BaseX application using the BaseX http interface. A conventional Apache web server handles security and communication with the user. PHP modules accept user input, translate it into calls on BaseX functions, and direct the BaseX output to the user.

At the time this document was written, the current version of Igel was on the web at http://clarin.ids-mannheim.de/igel/.

Future work
Several important parts of Igel remain to be implemented; some of these will, we hope, be completed and available for demonstration in Montreal.

- For a given document grammar, list elements declared but not used elsewhere and elements used (referred to) but not declared.
- For a given element in a given set of document grammars, list ancestors, parents, children, and descendants.
- For a given parameter entity in a given set of document grammars, list other parameter entities this one refers to directly or indirectly; list other parameters which refer directly or indirectly to this one.
- For a given element or parameter entity in a given document grammar, list other elements and/or parameter entities which "compete" against this one in the sense of XSD 1.1. (For any $X$ and $Y$, $X$ and $Y$ compete against each other in content-model expressions like $(X \mid Y)$, $(X^*, Y)$, $(Y^+, X)$, and $(X^?, Z^*, Y)$. If $X$ and $Y$ are parameter entities denoting classes of elements and compete against each other, adding the same element to both $X$ and $Y$ will result in a determinism error in a DTD, or a unique-particle attribution error in XSD.)
- From a content model, generate a drawing of a finite-state automaton that accepts the language defined by the model; display in the user's web browser.

This task (and the others involving drawing diagrams) is easy with an XQuery engine that has an interface to GraphViz [2]; Sausalito has such an interface, which allows an XQuery application to generate diagrams by creating an XML representation of the GraphViz input format, calling an extension function, and receiving SVG back. BaseX, however, does not have a native GraphViz interface, so we must find another way to generate our FSA diagrams. Recent developments within the BaseX community look promising, but we have not yet investigated them for use within Igel.[3]
- For a given set of elements in a given set of document grammars, read a body of XML documents and report on the frequency with which different parts of the content models are used. That is, provide information on the degree to which the document grammar overgenerates by allowing structures not actually present in the sample data. Draw a weighted FSA for the content models in question, color-coding frequently used, rarely used, and unused arcs and nodes.
- For any two content models $X$ and $Y$, test whether $X$ is a subset of superset of $Y$; if not, generate expressions describing the intersection of $X$ and $Y$, the difference of $X$ and $Y$, and the difference of $Y$ and $X$.

Draw FSAs for all expressions involved.
• Support XSD and Relax NG schemas. The document grammars of most pressing interest to IDS currently are DTD-based, so that is where the effort on Igel has been concentrated. In the long run, however, it would be good to make Igel handle XSD and Relax NG schemas.

• For a given notation, list the elements or attributes in the selected document grammars which use that notation.

• For any given attribute name, list the elements it's declared for and the type it has for each element.

• For any given value, list all attributes or elements which have that value as their default.

• For a given document grammar, draw a parent/child graph for all elements.

• For a given document grammar, draw a reference graph for all parameter entities.

• Provide alternate deployment options for Igel.

Some projects are already committed to another XQuery processor; provide a deployable Igel package for eXist (and optionally other XQuery processors).

It's convenient to have a web interface for Igel, but not all projects will find it convenient to configure a Web server to handle the user interface. Provide an Oxygen-based interface to Igel.
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